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Setting out to writing on any aspects of modern and contemporary history requires a solid 

will to adhere entire objectivity and to be absolutely devoid of self and collective 

inclinations framed in a specific and limited form because the events of this history in its 

recent past and existing present are still ambiguous in the life of those occupying 

themselves with writing. He was affected by his recent past events and interactive with 

what is contemporaneous of tendency of events and currents.  

However, it was said  that " the complied party member can not be an objective historian". 

Maybe in this saying some sort of generalization that invalidates the special cases; 

therefore do not believe in this saying except in case of " the obligated complied party 

member" since the latter lays down his theory as eyeglasses on his eyes, that he can not 

see the events as occurred in the living practical reality, but he set it in his self directed 

form either to say it is a positive historical event according to his theoretical form or to say 

it is a negative event that really imposed on realty by the oppositional parties.  

With his cultural deep - rooted formation in the heritage and the high qualification that he 

had, perhaps the Historian and Researcher, Sultan Nagi introspected for such opinions 

and saturated with sound concepts. Moreover, he refused to dissolve his scientific 

personality of wide and luminous, to be poured in one form in order not to limit its depth 

and inclusiveness or vitate on its national purity and its methodological scientific truth with 

any fault due to the mannerism or falseness.  

No doubt, with his luminous scientific intellect, he made a general view on the history of 

Yemen in the Imamates and Kings times that he found a great part of it, an  advanced –

made history that each ruler had a writer to record the events from his viewpoints. Finally 

he had to write down the biography of that ruler which made all his actions absolutely good 

whereas others' actions absolutely peevish.  

When he studied all what was written about the contemporary history of Yemen and the 

history of the Yemeni National Movement, he found a great part of it, and also some 

personal subjective writings which makes this book or that by itself as an axis for the 

events, and then he turns it around that axis as he prefers. 



 

 

Dependence on sound cultural and solid national structure based on scientific study from 

international universities with new scientific curricula and sound manners in the 

examination and perception, connection, conclusion and judgment, while the Historian and 

Researcher, Sultan Nagi was one of the ancestors who perceived these curricula in our 

country, then they committed themselves with these curricula only, in all what they had set 

out to writings of this country's affairs.   

No doubt that Mr. President Ali Abdullah Saleh took a particular notice to renew the 

heritage of Mr. Sultan Nagi. It is a continuation to success and sagacity in what his 

Excellency issued the instructions intended to establish the national interest in this field or 

that. May God perpetuate him grace and success. The Political and Moral Sector of 

Direction in the Armed Forces also received same directions from Mr. President to care 

about republishing this book to be presented for readers under the guise of truth, to worth 

speaking highly of it with many thanks.   



 

 

 


